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Reduction of Chronic Trigeminal Neuralgia Following 
Upper Cervical Specific Chiropractic Care: A Case Report 
& Review of the Literature. Jamie Cramer D.C. & Andrew 
Persky D.C. Journal of Upper Cervical Chiropractic 
Research 2019. 

Trigeminal neuralgia, also known as “tic douloureux”, is a 
chronic neuropathic disorder characterized by intense, 
persistent and often debilitating shooting sensations of pain 
in the face.  Attacks are often sudden and violent.  They 
may spontaneously recur or be triggered by normal facial 
stimuli, such as eating or brushing teeth. It is generally 
accepted that the condition does not remit spontaneously.  

According to the National Institute of Neurological Disorders 
& Stroke, trigeminal neuralgia occurs most often in people 
over age 50, although it can occur at any age, including 
infancy. The incidence of new cases is approximately 12 per 
100,000 people per year.   

The disorder is more common in women than in 
men.  Neurologic tests are normal.  No specific test exists 
for the diagnosis of trigeminal neuralgia.  

Trigeminal Neuralgia does not respond to the usual drugs 
used to treat other neuropathic pains and surgery is 
sometimes done.  

With its dural attachments and proximity to related vascular 

structures, both a mechanical and vascular relationship exist 
between the trigeminal nerve, the brainstem and the upper 
neck bones.  It is possible that torsional forces are induced 
on the brainstem by dentate ligament tension created by 
misalignment of the atlas.  This could result in direct traction 
of the trigeminal nerve, creating irritation and sudden 
neuronal discharges causing facial pain. 

Numerous case studies have shown that chiropractic 
benefits some people suffering from Trigeminal Neuralgia. A 
structural shift of the upper neck may be the reason that 
patients with Trigeminal Neuralgia are suffering. The 

importance of positioning of the upper neck may help 
explain why upper cervical adjustments to restore alignment 
result in a favorable symptomatic outcome for some of these 
patients.   

The human body is self-regulating, self-healing, homeostatic 
and adaptive. The nervous system including the brain, spinal 
cord and nerves control and coordinate these functions. The  

 

The 62 year-old female reported on in this study suffered 

from chronic trigeminal neuralgia with associated facial 
stabbing and throbbing pain of two years duration. She was 
having six episodes per day lasting for an hour at a time and 
had become depressed and could not go out. She had been 
prescribed numerous prescription pharmaceutical drugs and 
alternative supplements had been prescribed by numerous 
doctors and specialists, all with no resolution. She had spent 
over $9,000.00 in personal funds seeking relief.   

The woman was examined by a chiropractor who also took 
x-rays and found abnormal structural shifts in her upper 
neck. These structural shifts can occur in the spine and lead 
to obstruction of the nerves and blood supply to the brain. 
It is this obstruction, called vertebral subluxations, that 
chiropractors correct.  

Following chiropractic she had a reduction in the frequency, 
intensity and duration of her symptoms and regained almost 
full function in her daily activities. 

The study’s author called for additional research to 
investigate the clinical implications of chiropractic in this 
population. 
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spine houses and protects the spinal cord and allows for the 
passage of nerves. The spine can experience structural 
shifts and these structural shifts can lead to obstruction of 
the nerves and it is this obstruction, called vertebral 
subluxations, that chiropractors correct. 


